represent a new genre of journalism -offering news that features a narrative style characterized by personalization and an emphasis on non-institutional status; audience participation in content creation; and story forms that are fragmented and interdependent with other websites. Ultimately, these shifts suggest that some forms of online news such as blogs have moved away from traditional journalism's modernist approach to embody a form of post-modern journalism.
What is news?
News has often been difficult to define. Stephens (1988: 9) writes that news is 'new information about a subject of some public interest that is shared with some portion of the public. . . News is, in effect, what is on a society's mind'.
Another way of defining news has been to distill its qualities or values: it is timely, it concerns the nearby, it involves the well known or prominent, its consequences affect many or it is simply strange enough to qualify as human interest (MacDougall and Reid, 1987 ). While we might be able to use these criteria as a checklist to test whether a piece of information is considered news, other definitions encourage us to view news more abstractly. Walter Lippmann (1965) wrote that news is based on a series of choices and selections within the newsroom concerning what would be emphasized and how. News is the media's interpretation of events. Ultimately, what news is depends on the broader societal context in which it takes place (Carey, 1989 (Carey, , 1993 . Schudson (1978 Schudson ( , 1995 argues that news as we know it was created in the 19th century with the rise of a democratic market society and the creation of the penny press. From the institutionalization of the interview to the use of bylines, journalism became a specific set of social practices symbiotic with society's other key institutions (Carey, 1969; Hallin, 1992; Schudson, 1995) .
Journalists began working news beats such as the courts, the police, city hall, etc., in order to have a dependable flow of information. By the end of the century, news had become a commodity -a product collected, formatted, and distributed to a passive audience of not so much citizens as consumers (Baldasty, 1992) . Hallin (1992) and Davis (1996) see journalism as a key participant in the rise of bureaucratic organizations that characterize modernity. The values that anchored modernity were reflected in journalism: a sense that reality could be observed and documented from an objective viewpoint, an emphasis on constant change and timeliness, and a belief in being able to represent reality accurately.
The 20th century saw the refinement of journalism practices. Newsroom socialization subtly reinforced for reporters and editors what topics were acceptable for public consumption and what were not, who were acceptable sources (generally elite political and economic leaders) for stories and who were not (the poor, the powerless) (Breed, 1955; Gans, 1979; Hall et al., 1978) . In order to reach the largest audiences, news was presented as the mere reflection of reality, a detached, neutral report that usually included a counter point of view to any controversy so as to offend the fewest people possible. Yet such 'objectivity' meant that complex issues were often reduced to two competing sides, leaving out other points of view and allowing competing political groups to often control the news process (Hall et al., 1978; Tuchman, 1972) . Researchers began pointing out that news was not a 'mirror' of reality but a manufactured cultural product (Fishman, 1980; Hall et al., 1978; Herman and Chomsky, 1988; Tuchman, 1978) . It was dependent on professional routines and also on broader forces such as ideological powers exercised by elites within society (Gitlin, 1980; Hall et al., 1978) . That is, news reproduced the structures of power already existent in society (Hall et al., 1978) .
When political crises arose such as McCarthyism or the Vietnam war, the news media's reliance on such routines made it seem unable to respond in a way that would have best served democracy (Many, 1994) . In response, what some believed was a new style of journalism arose in the 1960s: New Journalism. Characterized by a writing style that imitated fiction with a reliance on character, scene, and dialogue, New Journalism broke the rules of professional journalism not just in terms of stylistic choices but more importantly in terms of abandoning the objectivity and faux detachment that journalism practiced (Hartsock, 2000; Wolfe, 1973) . More importantly, the rise of New Journalism suggested that when political and cultural crises arose, new forms of news might also appear.
By the end of the 20th century, other changes were taking place in journalism. Governmental policy supported the increasing concentration of ownership which leaves much of today's news production in the hands of a few giant corporations for whom the bottom line is profit (McChesney, 1999) . News focuses less on providing what has been traditionally thought of as the information necessary for a democracy and concentrates instead on entertaining audiences (Williams and Delli Carpini, 2000) . The result of these trends has been a rise in new genres ranging from tabloid television shows to talk radio with political news increasingly blending with entertainment (Williams and Delli Carpini, 2000) . Such patterns have led more pessimistic observers to write that 'journalism's time seems to be about up' as what we have traditionally thought of as news may cease to exist in the future (Carey, 1993: 4) .
Online journalism
Beyond economics and social changes, technological innovations have played no small role in the changing nature of news. This point has been previously argued with older technologies such as television (Meyrowitz, 1985; Postman, 1985) . While it is clear that the Web has and is contributing to enormous changes in news, the nature and roles of online journalism are still being debated and likely will not be fully known for some time to come (Kawamoto, 2003) . Stovall (2004: 12) argues that online journalism calls into question the basic practices of journalism but he also believes that the 'journalistic process itself is unlikely to shift'. Others believe the migration of journalism to an online environment may mean that the fundamental nature of journalism will change. Pavlik (2000) notes the changes thus far range from evolving story structures that ultimately de-emphasize traditions such as the inverted pyramid to re-conceptualized relationships between reporters and audiences as well as between reporters and news organizations. Singer (2003: 149) , too, identifies fundamental changes in journalism such as the fact that traditional 'journalism is about reporting but most online journalism is not', leading her to ponder the eventual changes in news values and even what might ultimately constitute being a journalist.
Blogs
Of interest here is a particular form of online journalism: current events blogs. A blog is a more dynamic version of a personal website, being updated at least weekly, and sometimes daily, hourly or even more frequently with the most recent entries appearing first. Blogs rely on hyperlinks to other sites to enhance their own posts. The blogger often scouts the Web for interesting news and links to that information. The blogger may briefly summarize the link's content or may provide commentary, criticisms, or other personal thoughts about the information to which it is linked. Today's blogging movement was fueled by the opening of commercial services such as weblog software Blogger which made it possible to post blogs without any technological knowledge (Blood, 2002a) . Blogs allow ordinary people to become content creators, able to publish and potentially globally distribute their writing (Blood, 2002b) . Content may be about world affairs or what the blogger ate for breakfast that morning as blogs blur the lines between private and public. Most bloggers tend their blogs on the side: they don't get paid.
While blogs can focus on any topic, the blogs of interest here are news blogs, which feature current events items. Although these are news blogs, typically such individually run blogs do not generate original content but rely on other sources for their links and as inspiration for their commentary. These blogs have been described as outside mainstream journalism norms with fewer gatekeepers or filters and little or no reliance on big corporate sponsors (Lasica, 2002a; Levy, 2002) . Bloggers and their supporters argue that blogs are now breaking stories and sometimes driving news cycles (Kurtz, 2002) . Some professional journalists have also started blogs and media outlets are sponsoring blogs. Indeed, the premise of this article is that blogging is changing journalism, creating a more conversational, dialogic, and decentralized type of news (Bruns, 2003; Delwiche, 2004; Sullivan, 2004) . Because news media organizations have been so closely identified with the establishment of news routines, we would expect these routines and their resulting product to change with different sponsorship and production patterns.
Blog journalism
Various attempts have been made to identify the type of journalism news blogs produce. These concepts include personal journalism, do-it-yourself journalism, black market journalism, 'we media', and postmodern journalism. Blogs have been described as a form of 'personal journalism', in which individualsboth amateur and professional -provide first-hand reporting, personal commentary, and places for others to contribute or respond (Allan, 2002: 127) . They have also been dubbed 'do-it-yourself journalism', which does not 'follow the canons in fact-checking, seeking out alternative or opposing views or attempted impartiality' (Halavais, 2002: 29) . Indeed, such practice may lead to a form of black market journalism, providing an unsanctioned space for ordinary voices shut out of the corporate-controlled journalism system but also unregulated and potentially exploitative of bloggers themselves (Wall, 2004) . Finally, blogs have been called participatory journalism or 'we media', which is characterized by decentralization and powered by technological changes (Bowman and Willis, 2003) . More broadly, it has been suggested that blogs might better be understood as postmodern journalism (Wall, 2003) . This article seeks to elaborate on that argument, suggesting that if traditional 20th century journalism is seen as a product of modernity, then the social changes of the past few years which have led observers to identify a period of hypermodernity or postmodernity need to be considered when assessing the future of journalism.
The postmodern context
Postmodernity is seen as response to modernity, a worldview associated with scientific knowledge and other so-called grand narratives that legitimize certain epistemologies and focus on professional/elite control over knowledge (Lyotard, 1984) . Postmodernity argues that reality is not fixed nor knowable outside of the self. Instead, we create reality through language and interactions or performances. Among its concerns of interest here are changing notions about reproduction, representation, and legitimacy. In terms of representation and reproduction, postmodernity is a world of fragments with reality created through performances (Jameson, 1991) . It is not a culture of creativity but of quotation or pastiche. Some postmodern theorists such as Baudrillard (1994) argue that there are no longer any original images, only endless copies. Reality cannot be fixed but is endlessly reworded and re-circulated. Likewise, the means of legitimacy are challenged as meaning is reworked when borders disappear between producers and consumers. While some have argued that postmodernity embraces commercial culture and is apolitical, other readings suggest it opens up possibilities for alternative knowledge to challenge dominant frameworks (Davis and Jasinski, 1993; DeLuca, 1999) .
Some observers see certain postmodern characteristics embodied in negative trends in journalism, connecting it to the increasingly blurry boundaries between news and entertainment and the overall celebration of commercial culture (Hartley, 1996) . Yet others have attempted to flesh out a description of postmodern journalism that embodies more positive values. Ettema (1994) suggests postmodern journalism would consist of small, local stories about people that convey human suffering and would reject a meta-narrative. With the audience engaged in actively consuming stories and creating new meanings, postmodernity would give rise to non-official voices and versions of events. Likewise, Moore (1998) suggests that postmodern journalism would consist of small, localized stories; focus on suffering; provide less emphasis on objective data-gathering and rational analysis; and reject a meta-narrative. Davis (1996) identified postmodern journalism as more active engagement on the part of journalists, providing less emphasis on objective data-gathering and rational analysis. It is the underlying argument of this article that news blogs might best be understood as a form of postmodern journalism. Thus, the overall research questions posed here are: How do these current events blogs differ from traditional notions of what constitutes news? In what ways might these blogs be considered a form of postmodern journalism?
Methodology
This research project uses genre analysis, a form of rhetorical analysis, as its research method. Genre analysis has taken on new significance as more and more media move to the Web, leading to significant changes in form and content (Beghtol, 2001) . A genre may position audiences to receive the information in a particular way, acting as a semiotic code shared between producers and audiences (Chandler, 1997) . Audiences, once familiar with a genre, have certain expectations of a text: genre, in essence, socializes viewers toward naturalizing certain presentation formats.
Sampling
A purposeful set of news-oriented blogs was chosen for analysis. Theoretical sampling was employed. This type of sampling selects a number of exemplary cases to help assess a particular phenomenon (Altheide, 1996) . There is no correct number of cases: the researcher stops when it appears enough examples of different forms of a phenomenon have been collected. This sort of sampling and the interpretative analysis employed here draw from ethnographic fieldwork with the ultimate goal of understanding a phenomenon rather than claiming to have observed it objectively (Altheide, 1996) . The blogs here were initially located using the search engine Google to locate blogs that were focusing on the US war with Iraq or at least devoting a portion of their content to talking about it by using the search terms 'blog' and 'Iraq war' or simply 'warblogs'. By focusing on the war, the researcher was able to narrow the range of blogs to a crucial communications moment while allowing for more precise comparison between the blogs of how they handled similar information. Blogs that appeared during the search were further examined to see if they appeared to represent exemplars of certain types of blogs and/or if they were deemed particularly important or influential by the mainstream media. (In the first weeks of the war, a number of mainstream newspapers identified notable blogs -see Arthur, 2003; Docherty, 2003; Fost, 2003; Hebert, 2003; Kornblum, 2003; Perrone, 2003; Walker, 2003; Warblogs, 2003) . The following types of blog were identified as important examples: individual blogs started by nonjournalists; group blogs with multiple non-journalist participants; blogs started by professional journalists independent of any news organization; and blogs run by both individual and groups of professional journalists and hosted by mainstream media organizations. The author intentionally included some of the most influential blogs as well as some lesser known ones. (Research by Hewlett-Packard Labs suggests the popularity of blogs is not necessarily an indicator of influence [Asaravala, 2004] .) Thirty blogs were selected for analysis. This number allowed for the inclusion of several examples of different kinds of blogs. The bloggers included military personnel in Iraq, an Iraqi citizen, academics, journalists, graduate students, activists, office workers, and technology specialists. Some bloggers supported the war; some opposed it; others were neutral (see Table 1 The main page was chosen as the primary site for analysis as it best reflects the site's overall format and tone. All of the blogs contained multiple postings in a single day. Because blogs do not necessarily start a new page for each day, some blogs contained multiple days with an average 5.5 per day (see Table 1 ). This time frame provided a snapshot of the blogs at this particular moment and did not seek to track long-term changes. Chandler (1997) and Foss (1996) suggest that the following textual properties are important to consider in a genre analysis: narrative style; characters; themes; setting; and iconography (stock motifs, visuals, etc.). Chandler (1997) further offers a series of questions to consider when studying a genre: How does the text address audiences? What responses are expected from the audience? What references are there to other texts within the text? What are the key features shared by a set of texts? Working from their suggested questions and areas of concern and taking into account the typical characteristics associated with mainstream news, I developed the following questions to ask of each blog: Links within the blog posts were coded using the following categories: mainstream media, alternative media, foreign media, blogs, government, commercial/business, non-profits, other.
Findings
Overall, many of the blogs appear to be establishing different conventions for their construction of news and, when compared with traditional journalism, blogs do suggest a changed form of news (see Table 2 ).
With the exception of columnists, the traditional voice for a professional journalist is detached, neutral, and tells 'both' sides of the story. Reporters are expected to remain uninvolved in their stories. The voice of the typical current events blogger is personalized, opinionated, and often one-sided. Indeed, an opinionated voice is a hallmark of blog writing and those mainstream journalists who fail to reflect this are criticized as not being true bloggers. In terms of audiences, the traditional role was that of passive recipients. On blogs, audiences are often invited to contribute information, comments, and sometimes direct financial support. In effect, audiences sometimes co-create content and also serve as patrons. Finally, the form of the stories being told on blogs differs. Mainstream stories have for decades followed certain structural formulas such as the inverted pyramid. The texts were closed in the sense that they were not left open to numerous interpretations nor was the audience encouraged to connect the story with other media reports. With blogs, the story form has changed into a fragment, one that is often incomplete without following a link and, thus, is seemingly never closed. One reads a fragment, follows a link to the original but might also explore other sites, return to comment or otherwise keep the text open.
Narrative style
The blogs studied here rely heavily on personalization. This is achieved particularly through providing opinions and personal comments. The personal outlook of these bloggers is a key characteristic of how they frame the news as in this example from the No War blog: 'Among the moronic tactics of the War Party is the persistent effort to depict critics of the Bush Administration as people who hate America' (Max, 2003: para. 1). The writers are not afraid to offend and do not water down their message to appeal to the greatest number of audience members. In addition to opinions, some bloggers include information about themselves. On Tacitus, the narrator encourages donations to 'a really outstanding charity, that I, as a former often-bored soldier, wholeheartedly endorse' (Tacitus, 2003: para. 5 ). In a post about media coverage on The Blogs of War, Dr Frank writes, 'My British wife, used to the clipped detachment of Channel 4's John [sic] Snow, can't get over how the news presenters speak as though they're actually fighting the war themselves' (Dr Frank, 2003: para. 4 ). For some bloggers, the personalization comes through providing original information on real world happenings. On Sgt. Stryker, John Stryker writes about being a soldier stationed in Iraq. 'Awake at that point for 36 hours, I was almost too tired to care when a dozen artillery and mortar rounds exploded around the mobile howitzers I was traveling with' (Stryker, 2003: para. 2) .
Audience relations
Many of the blogs studied here cultivate a relationship with the audience. This provides a sort of virtual town hall but one that can be and often is anonymous. These audience posts often consist of opinions -here generally about the war. Some bloggers respond to reader posts and even post in the readers' comments section. Lt. Smash writes to his readers, 'thanks for all your kind messages' and then includes on his center column an excerpt from a message sent in by a reader that 'made my eyes tear up' (Lt. Smash, 2003: para. 4, 5) . Like many chatroom discussions, the comments ranged from the vitriolic to the thoughtful. Although Internet discussions via bulletin boards, etc. have been likened to Habermas' public sphere, we might more accurately describe the postings here as a 'neighborhood bar'. Like any good tavern-based discussion, this one is spontaneous, featuring occasional insights but also arguments and occasionally obnoxious comments.
Another form of audience participation comes through asking readers to directly fund the blog. On Back to Iraq 2.0, the blogger writes:
Hi there! . . . This summer I went stumbling around Iraqi Kurdistan, the northern part of Iraq outside Saddam's direct control, looking for stories. (Some might call it 'looking for trouble.') Well, now I want to go back in time for the war. So I'm asking your help supporting independent journalism! Send me back to Iraq to report on what's happening. . . Click on the PayPal icon below to donate.
In this way, blog visitors can also serve as patrons or sponsors of the site, providing monetary support.
Story forms
On these blogs, readers are provided a summary of a story -sometimes only a sentence about a news item. This summary often incorporates links to the complete story. Most blogs did not report original information but even those that did provided blurbs and summaries rather than full-blown accounts. Much blog information has been culled from visiting other websites and providing brief snippets and links. An analysis of the links appearing on the center column for each blog shows that mainstream US media were the most frequently linked to sources. Indeed, 47.92 percent of the hyperlinks in the center columns were to news media (including foreign and alternative media). Links to other blogs made up 40.9 percent of all hyperlinks (the categories commercial, government, non-profit and other each totaled less than 5 percent). Considering that the bloggers could have included links to any website in the world, their choices suggest a narrow range of sources: mainly mainstream news outlets, primarily from the USA and the UK. In the USA, this included outlets such as The New York Times, CNN, etc. The bloggers rarely link to alternative media, which made up less than 5 percent of sources; only a handful of links were to Middle Eastern media. Bloggers tend to link to other bloggers, which made up 40.9 percent of center column links and 71.4 percent of the permanent links on the side columns. By linking with certain sites, bloggers often hope to have those blogs reciprocate (Blood, 2002b) . Here, we find blogs linking to each other in a sort of mutual affirmation. It is very common to read 'I agree with' and then a blogger is named and a link to the blogger's site provided. For example, the Crazy Saddam blogger writes, 'Lileks is priceless today, again' and provides a link to his blog (Crazy Saddam, 2003: para. 3), while Howard Owens notes his blog has been mentioned on one of the more well-known blogs citing 'high praise from Jeff Jarvis, which I appreciate' (Owens, 2003: para. 1) . Blogs rarely linked to governments, nonprofits, commercial (non-media) sites or other potentially original sources of information either in the center column section that is constantly updated or within the standing links on the side columns (less than 6 percent when all three categories are added together).
Conclusion
Much has been written about the origins of news as a cultural product born in the 19th century as part of the rise of modernity. Today, as we appear to enter postmodernity or at least hypermodernity, it is only to be expected that the news too would embody broader societal changes. This analysis suggests the outline of a new genre of news -current events blogs. While absorbing some traditional news values -timeliness, for example -this new news genre at least in part embodies characteristics that challenge our notions of what constitutes traditional news.
In terms of their narrative style, the blogs are notable for their personalization. The sharing of personal information and sometimes providing diary-like personal accounts of events emphasizes the non-professional and non-elite status of most of these blogs. The use of personal opinion gives a certain intimacy to the blogs and suggests that the blogger is someone the readers can believe they know, someone who is not manipulated by a corporate boss or a filter of professionalism. The sharing of personal information and details about the sites themselves conveys a sense of transparency, suggesting that visitors are seeing the 'real' inner workings of the site. While it might be said that mainstream news columnists do many of the same things, the phenomenon here seems different. The opinions expressed are often more vitriolic and sometimes go beyond what is acceptable for a mainstream news outlet. Most of these blogs seem to suggest that ordinary people can comb through information sources, redistribute what they find interesting, and provide intelligent commentary -all without sponsorship of a corporate news company.
Just as mainstream media establish a pattern of routines to create a sense of dependability, so many of these sites seem to rely on their own distance from power for their credibility. What is notable here is that credibility seems to be established in part by characteristics that are quite different from the traditional. Many of these blogs seem to turn conventional wisdom upside down -the more personal and more open about opinions a site is, the more trustworthy and credible it will be. Indeed, a survey of readers of news blogs suggests they are visited precisely because they are believed to be more credible than mainstream news outlets (Kayes and Johnson, 2004) .
Blogs are further perceived as credible because of another major characteristic assessed here: their relationship with their audience (Kayes and Johnson, 2004) . Whereas traditional news outlets see audiences as customers who passively receive their product, bloggers see audiences as supporters and even peers. With a controversial war taking place, it is no surprise that ordinary people wanted to talk about the issue. What is surprising compared to mainstream media routines is that by encouraging audience contributions, the blogs assume that visitors are, to a certain extent, co-creators of content. Many bloggers respond to comments, ask opinions, and answer questions from audiences, challenging traditional authorship borders. (This was less true for mainstream journalists.) These blog exchanges may well change the very structure of what we consider to be a news item. In addition, audiences also have the opportunity to serve as sponsors or patrons for the blogs they like, providing often much-needed financial support.
Certainly, this fits with predictions of future communication patterns that emphasize consumers will participate in creating what they consume (Rheingold, 2002) . Readers of these blogs ultimately help create their meaning, exposing the often hidden nature of consumption as an act of production (de Certeau, 1984) . Here, this works on two levels: the bloggers have turned consumption of mainstream news into a production of a new news product, while the blogs' audiences also participate in content construction and meaning production by participating in the comments section. In this way, blogs are not a closed text with their intended meaning already fully inscribed but instead come into being through this performance between the blogger and the audience. The arrival of blogs is part of other broader shifts within the media and society as a whole. For example, the notion of personalized story forms has been identified as a new trend in documentaries (Aufderheide, 2000) and within magazine journalism (Kitch, 2003) . Within other genres of media, the notion of audience as co-creators is seen as well in game shows that allow audiences to supply answers, in much reality programming, in audiences who supply the questions for call-in radio shows. Meanwhile, increasingly accessible technology makes personalized media production ever easier for ordinary people. Within this context, blogs reflect a growing tendency for audiences to blend with producers, to turn consumers into producers. More broadly, blogs reflect a growing rejection of institutional authority (Putnam, 2000) .
While these processes are both potentially liberatory in freeing ordinary people from corporate media's standardized homogenization and narrow schemas, they may also potentially contribute to a lack of national community and to ever narrower interest groups. During an earlier period of social upheaval, John Dewey (1927) argued that America's new multi-ethnic urban areas could become communities through increased communication and that with such communication all people -even ordinary ones -could help produce their own democracy. Dewey (1927) also believed that the role of the news media was to activate the public, helping people solve the problems of their communities. Today, blogs embody the contradictions of postmodernity -they may balkanize interest groups and cater to partisan audiences but they may also encourage the creation of a multitude of virtual communities in which ordinary people feel free to participate and discover their own political voices. That is, blogs may ultimately pull more people into public conversations and perhaps provide opportunities for collective problem-solving. Those who fear the demise of the great society created in part by national media are perhaps overly nostalgic for a media that rarely reflected the entire community or allowed ordinary people much of a voice.
Instead, we should consider that traditional journalism born in the 19th century's penny press and evolved into the commercial product we know today as itself a meta-narrative for talking about news. Journalism as a modernist narrative explained news and provided normative ideals. The world was knowable and observable as an external reality; through rational observations and discourses by elite, trained professionals, the powers that be, particularly the government, could be held accountable and, ultimately, the institutions of news production would contribute to democracy. Today, the narrative is said to be in crisis as we are no longer certain of what is journalism or if it is truly contributing to democracy. This article does not intend to replace an old grand narrative with a new one but rather to suggest that this questioning of modernity and hence of journalism is an opportunity to rethink news and to ultimately re-imagine its future.
